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FSDF HIGHLIGHTS

for the week ending 7/25/97

Former Sodium Disposal Facility (FSDF) :

Groundwater Remediation - FSDF Area : The monitoring / treating system for the two

wells (RD-21 and RS-54) in the FSDF is operating normally ,

Work continued to place contracts with independent consultants to review available data

and make recommendations to support the ongoing remediation efforts . New forms

required by Boeing for consultation contracts were submitted to Purchasing .
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FSDF STATUS/ ACTION ITEM S

week 29 . Received Tracers from S . Tanz . She didn't
know the contract was extended to the end of FY -
let alone additional funding! Now need to find out
from Bly or Murphy re : Invoices.

7/14 . Left msges for Murphy & Bly on the tracers .
I was trying to get hold of Fergus to return all the

bids I have for Excavation . 7/15 . Shoji called to let
me know that Fergus is on vacation . 7/16 . Gave
updated but simplified schedule to Horton for Show

& Tell .

week 31 . 1 was supposed to get Majelle's signature

on the tracers, and Ket SOW for additional work for

Murphy/flatten.

ORISE work see previous status reports

McLaren Hart's Offsite work see previous status reports

Now comments expected along with HBRA
comments - in May or June .

ICF's Sampling/Analysis work for FSDF See previous reports

Inculdes HBRA see previous reports

Satish page 2

5/9 or 5/10 . Lopez e-mailed to Majelle directing us

to proceed with HBRA (without delay?) .
5/20 . Faxed WAS to Ruth authorizing to proceed

with HBRA .

6/26-28 . Environmental collected Weir samples,

were sent to ICF .

Showed FSDF area to Ravnesh, briefed him on

latest .

9/6-20 . ICF came by. Went over risk levels and

corresponding excavation areas . Ruth h as a few

action items.

9/23 . Sullivan says Chandler asked for the old

Ebasco Work plan . Then if we show him what we

plan to excavate, backfill etc . he will give us

permission in writing (of the excavation only) .

Mike will write a letter.

No letters to DISC have gone out yer.

Week 41 . ICF is reestimating areas and volumes

with chemical concentrations of conce rn
11/12 . Sullivan says he just has a few pages to

read/correct and then HBRA final will be ready .

11 /15 . Mike says TR Hathaway h as promised him

that if he gets HBRA & old work plan by Monday,

11/18, he will meet with Mike on 11/25 and decide

on carrying on with Excavation.

Week 48 . Mike met his commitment, but

mtg for 11/25 was canceled because

Chandler injured his back .

week 51 . No news from DTSC yet.

Week S . Still waiting for DTSC comments

Week 9 . Some progress seems to have been

made . Debra Oditz, DOE Sacramento, has

said that comments are being sent to LA

office . Then will have a meeting to iron out
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FSDF STATUS/ ACTION ITEMS

Additional Consultation Contracts 5/1/97 . Mukherjee sent an urgent e-mail

asking about the status of contract with

independent consultants . Turns out he had

talked about these to Loren and, he says,

me . He thinks I have even seen the SOW's .
I did not remember, but Ravnesh had
SOW's . So immediately I started 3 EASY

docs : 1 . Dr McWhorter for chlorinated

solvent transport, 2 . Dr . Parker, for matrix

diffusion of solvent in fractures, 3 . Dr .
Cherry, for modeling assessment .
week 20 . Manida can't approve the

EASY's because of lack of funds . Neil
anxious .

week 21 . It is decided to change wordings

in the Easy to allow for incremental

funding - Manida says she still will not be

able to approve until there is money .

week 24. Ravmesh decided to use open

account for the contracts, and release only

30,000 this FY (he will use the appropriate

charges when the bills come), Manida will

take care of this .

week 25 or 26. The open account is in with

the related changes regarding limited fund
release . The Easy's are in Purchasing Q .

week 27 . e-mailed SOWs to Hatten (on

vacation) & copy to Steele .

week 29 . Joannie says these being

consulting contracts, we have to fill out a

couple of more forms - she had sent a copy

to Neil . Neil gave me copy to fill out. Other

form has to be filled out by consultants -

who are taking their time . We need to fill

out our forms and then wait for consultants

to fill out theirs .
7/16 . Talked to Neil . He gave me samples of filled

in forms - these are reqts of Boeing - for

consultants . Need to fill these in . He will find out if

the Consultant Application forms that he will get

from the same contractors for his projects c an be
used for the FSDF project also . 71 17-18 . Got
electronic forms from Joannie (these forms not yet
available on network) . Need more info from Neil .
Need Hortons signature .

week 31 . Horton wanted to check with Majelle on

whether this will constitute "advice to Govt etc . "

Mujelie decided no . Put 3 requests & 2 Consultan t
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FSDF STATUS / ACTION ITEMS

Class Action Sui t

Satish page 9
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Applications in company mail for Joannie. Mail did

not get picked up for 3 days (Mon-Wed) . Was able

to add third Application on Tuesday . Presumably

Joannie got them on Friday .

Week 17 . For information only now.

Gaylord has Sharon setting up a full library

to support us in the suit .

5/22 . There is a meeting called by the

lawyers in the suit on 5/29 .

week 23 . News reports say we have settled

with BBI . The meeting on 29th though was

all about more suits (or more persons in the

class action) .
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7/22/97 Satish

BPIT30 .DO C

FSDF HIGHLIGHTS

for the week ending 7/18/97

Former Sodium Disposal Facility (FSDF):

Groundwater Remediation - FSDF Area : The monitoring / treating system for the two

wells (RD-21 and RS-54) in the FSDF is operating normally .

Work continued to place contracts with independent consultants to review available data

and make recommendations to support the ongoing remediation efforts . New forms

required by Boeing for consultation contracts were obtained .
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FSDF STATUS / ACTION ITEM S

Class Action Sui t

Satish page 8
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I did not remember, but Ravnesh had

SOW's . So immediately I started 3 EASY

does : 1 . Dr McWhorter for chlorinated

solvent transport, 2 . Dr. Parker, for matrix

diffusion of solvent in fractures, 3 . Dr.

Cherry, for modeling assessment.

week 20 . Manida can't approve the

EASY's because of lack of funds . Neil

anxious .

week 21 . It is decided to change wordings

in the Easy to allow for incremental

funding - Manida says she still .will not be

able to approve until there is money .

week 24 . Ravmesh decided to use open

account for the contracts, and release only

30,000 this FY (he will use the appropriate

charges when the bills come) . Manida will

take care of this .

week 25 or 26 . The open account is in with

the related changes regarding limited fund

release. The Easy's are in Purchasing Q .

week 27 . e-mailed SOWs to Hatten (on

vacation) & copy to Steele .

week 29 . Joannie says these being

consulting contracts, we have to fill out a

couple of more forms - she had sent a copy

to Neil . Neil gave me copy to fill out. Other

form has to be filled out by consultants -

who are taking their time . We need to fill

out our forms and then wait for consultants

to fill out theirs .
7/16. Talked to Neil. He gave me samples of filled in

forms - these are regts of Boeing -for consultants .

Need to fill these in . He will find out if the

Consultant Application forms that he will get from

the same contractors for his projects can be used

for the FSDF project also. 7/17-18 . Got electronic

forms from Joannie (these forms not yet available

on network) . Need more info from Neil. Need

Horton signature .

Week 17 . For information only now .

Gaylord has Sharon setting up a full library

to support us in the suit .

5/22 . There is a meeting called by the

lawyers in the suit on 5/29 .

week 23 . News reports say we have settled

with BBI . The meeting on 29th though was

all about more suits (or more persons in the
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FSDF STATUS / ACTION ITEMS

week 29 . Received Tracers from S . Tanz. She didn't

know the contract was extended to the end of FY -

let alone additional funding! Now need to find out

from Bly or Murphy re : Invoices .

7114. Left msges for Murphy & Bly on the tracers. I

was trying to get hold of Fergus to return all the

bids / have for Excavation. 7/15. Shoji called to let

me know that Fergus is on vacation . 7/16. Gave

updated but simplified schedule to Horton for Show

& Tell.

ORISE work see previous status reports

McLaren Hart's Offsite work sea previous status reports

Now comments expected along with HBRA

comments - in May or June .
ICF's Sampling/Analysis work for FSDF See previous reports

Inculdes HBRA see previous reports

519 or 5/10 . Lopez e-mailed to Majelle directing us

to proceed with HBRA (without delay?) .

5/20 . Faxed WAS to Ruth authorizing to proceed

with HBRA .

6/26-28. Environmental collected Weir samples,

were sent to [CF .

Showed FSDF area to Ravnesh, briefed him on
latest .

9/6-20 . [CF came by . Went over risk levels and

corresponding excavation areas . Ruth has a few

action items .

9/23 . Sullivan says Chandler asked for the old

Ebasco Work plan . Then if we show him what we

plan to excavate, backfill etc . he will give us

permission in writing (of the excavation only) .

Mike will write a le tter.

No letters to DTSC have gone out yer.

Week 41 . [CF is reestimating areas and volumes

with chemical concentrations of concer n
11/12 . Sullivan says he just has a few pages to

read/correct and then HBRA final will be ready .

11/15 . Mike says TR Hathaway has promised him

that if he gets HBRA & old work plan by Monday,

11/18, he will meet with Mike on 11/25 and decide

on carrying on with Excavation .

Week 48. Mike met his commitment, but

mtg for 11/25 was canceled because

Chandler injured his back.

week 51 . No news from DTSC yet .

Week 8 . Still waiting for DTSC comments

Week 9 . Some progress seems to have been

made . Debra Oditz, DOE Sacramento, has

said that comments are being sent to LA

office . Then will have a meeting to iron out

all the differences! Sure .

week 10 . Nothing to report .
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FSDF STATUS / ACTION ITEM S

for review . I sent my comments to

Sullivan.

4/28. Tuttle wanted to know about tarp

removal because Rutherford is try ing to get
DHS to come and release FSDF once and

for all . I told Tuttle we were going to wait

till June to remove tarp, but we could do it

early if Rutherford wanted us to remove it

for DH S

week2O ( 5/9) . Received email from

Sullivan - no formal reply from DTSC yet.

DTSC to visit SSFL on 5/22 & 23 . Final

comments promised by 5/30 .

week 21 . Preparing for DTSC visit . Asked
Plant Svcs to look at weed removal to make

channels accessible . Also Hardy for

removal of scrap from excavated buried

objects .

5/21 . Weeds are gone . So is the

scrap .(Richard Alexander of Pl an t Svcs is

coordinator, Alice Acuna & Dominique did

the work )

5/22. Obtained TR Hathaway letter from

Sullivan . He agrees wi th us on just about

everything - needs a li ttle more explanation

on PCD , dioxins . May be we have a

chance .

5/23 . DTSC was here but I did not see them

week 23 . Failed to contact Mike to find out

the results of DISC visit and meaning of

TR letter .

week 24 . A conference call wi th ICF

Kaiser is scheduled to plan the response to

the request expected from DISC for

ecological information .

week 25 . Got comments from Ecological

personnel of DISC . They do want more

info . A response is being drafted by

Sullivan .

week 26 . Sullivan sent response to TR .

week28 & 29 . Sulliv an on vacation . No

news on HBRA .
week3O . Mike back from vacation . He wants to

discuss further plan of action. Mike has prepared

notes on Eco requirements for DISC- look like a

lot of work for 1CF. ICE will presumably bid on

this .
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FSDF STATI : S / ACTION ITEMS

Electric pole with two cuts by the pon d

Geophysical & Hydrologic Testing of Area IV

Mike Lopez wanted to know max conc . in 886

(2/13/96)

Mike Lopez reviewed schedule, costs

Groundwater Remediation Wells RD-21 &

RS-54

Additional Consultation Contract s

Satish page 7

week 30 1997. At this point, there is only one,

double containment black, tank remains at the pond

(along with the 2 damaged ones) which belongs to

Enviro. Mark was afraid we might be paying for it .

Sujata thinks Enviro probably does not even know

about it.

see previous status reports

10/16. Mike says this pole is in the middle

of channel B and may have to be removed

for excavation.
See previous status reports

see previous status reports

see previous status reports

Week 6 thru 17 removed in week 19, 1997 .

(it contained how the contract was placed

and how things worked in the begining) .

week 18. All questionable piping now

replaced with metal , underground . Bad

elbow replaced with metal piping . System

working fine .

RMHF well monitoring reports from GRC

(Jan, Feb, Mar) DTR'd . I seem to have

completed my first WAS for this work.

Need to send it to Dickens .

week 19. WAS was given to Lyn. GRC still

has no phone! Lyn was going to leave keys

in my desk, but didn't . Everything is

working fine at the wells . Solar panel

withstood winds las t time, so no worry now

week 21 . Asked Neil about removing old

drums . He is talking to GRC .

5/21 . Old drums are gone . Neil says he has

mentioned panel areas getting very dirty to

Lyn. I guess GRC will clean up .

week 22 & 23 . Monthly from GRC arrived .
Prepared DTR.

week24,25 . Got the first monthly from

GRC. DTR'd (Not signed by Majelle so not

really released)

week 28 . Received monthly on B/886

wells . DTR'd .

5/1/97 . Mukherjee sent an urgent e-mail

asking about the status of contract with

independent consultants . Turns out he had

talked about these to Loren and, he says,

me . He thinks I have even seen the SOW's .
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7/15/97 Satish

BPIT29 .DO C

FSDF HIGHLIGHTS

for the week ending 7/11/9 7

Former Sodium Disposal Facility (FDF) :

Groundwater Remediation - FSDF Area : The monitoring / treating system for the two

wells (RD-21 and RS-54) in the FSDF is operating normally .

Work continued to place contracts with independent consultants to review available data

and make recommendations to support the ongoing remediation efforts .
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FSDF STATUS / ACTION ITEM S

Class Action Suit

Satish page 8

account for the contracts, and release only

30,000 this FY (he will use the appropriate

charges when the bills come) . Manida will

take care of this .

week 25 or 26 . The open account is in with

the related changes'regarding limited fund

release . The Easy's are in Purchasing Q .
week 27 . e-mailed SOWs to Hatten (on

vacation) & copy to Steele .

week 29 . Joannie says these being

consulting contracts, we have to fill out a

couple of more forms - she had sent a copy

to Neil. Neil gave me copy to fill out. Other

form has to be filled out by consultants -

who are taking their time . We need to fill

out our forms and then wait for consultants

to fill out theirs.

Week 17. For information only now .

Gaylord has Sharon setting up a full library

to support us in the suit.

5/22 . There is a meeting called by the

lawyers in the suit on 5/29 .

week 23 . News reports say we have settled

with BBI . The meeting on 29th though was

all about more suits (or more persons in the

class action) .
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7/8/97 Satish

BPIT28 . DO C

FSDF HIGHLIGHTS

for the week ending 7/4/9 7

Former Sodium Disposal Facility (FSDFI:

Groundwater Remediation - FSDF Area : The monitoring / treating system for the two

wells (RD-21 and RS-54) in the FSDF is operating normally . The monthly monitoring

report for May, 1997 was received from GRC and distributed .

Rainwater Management :
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FSDF STATUS / ACTION ITEMS

WEEK 28 (Jul 28 - Jul 3 (&4), 97)
Note: Took July 3 off - worked 3 days this week .

ITEM STATUS

contract amounts and status of FSDF work removed in week 19, 1997 .

Satish page 1

Week 2-6 A revised cost estimate along with the

schedule was given to Moore . However, stay tuned

for further revision

Week 9 . "Excavation" contract with ICF is being

held up due to legalease . Minor points shall be

taken care of soon, but there were a couple of items

included in last contract which are not in this one

and vice versa. Next week, may be ?

2/27 . Ruth says now ball in Fergus's court !

week 13 . Still contract not signed . Fergus says mere

formality remains (Higher ups at Purchasing & RD

have to sign)

Week 16 . Contract still not signed as far as I Know

Week 17 . Contract still not signed !

week 19 . Carrell still has not signed the contract yet .

Need to get Majelle or even Gabler involved .

week 20 . 5/5 . Carrell says he looked at contract and

because of the changes made due to ICF request, we

may have to send the contract back to DOE for

approval - or send it back to ICF and get rid of

changes . I said some of the changes requested by

ICF were quite reasonable . He said he will look into

it !

week 21 . Fergus says that he sent the contract back

to ICF to ask them to sign the contract with original
terms (the schedule was not a problem) .

5/23 . Fergus said that issues have been resolved &

he has faxed our signed contract to ICF . I take it to

mean that the contract has been placed .

Trying to add money to ICF existing for additional

work resulting from DTSC intrancigence . Hartmann

did not return calls . I think I need to just revise Easy

& modify(?) scope of work .

week 23 . Hartmann says if there is no change in

scope then a revision of Easy will do it . But if we

are adding a task or making material changes to

SOW then would need to have noncompetitive

justification . Gave copy of additional cost from ICF

to Mike for his review although he says Custance is

pretty st. forward about charges .

week 24 & 25 . Ruth indicated she will be leaving

ICF . A meeting was scheduled for 6/5, but I think

was cancelled . No action on the more work till

Ecological info work is scoped (even more money) .

Week 27 . Ruth is with Dames & Moore, Santa

Barbara. Will meet with us in next two weeks . We

decided that I should add money in current contract

for the extra work . and have a new easy req. for

ecological risks after we get estimate on that .

week 28. Initiated Easy to add $33,000 to contract

to cover work required due to DTSC .
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FSDF STATUS / ACTION ITEMS

RMHF well monitoring reports from GRC

(Jan, Feb, Mar) DTR'd . I seem to have

completed my first WAS for this work .

Need to send it to Dickens .

week 19 . WAS was given to Lyn . GRC still

has no phone! Lyn was going to leave keys

in my desk, but didn't . Everything is

working fine at the wells . Solar panel

withstood winds last time, so no worry now

week 21 . Asked Neil about removing old

drums . He is talking to GRC .

5/21 . Old drums are gone . Neil says he has

mentioned panel areas getting very dirty to

Lyn. I guess GRC will clean up .

week 22 & 23 . Monthly from GRC arrived .

Prepared DTR.

week24,25 . Got the first monthly from

GRC. DTR'd (Not signed by Majelle so not

really released)

week 28. Received monthly on B/886 wells .

DTR'd.

Additional Consultation Contracts 5/1/97 . Mukherjee sent an urgent e-mail

asking about the status of contract with

independent consultants . Turns out he had

talked about these to Loren and, he says,

me . He thinks I have even seen the SOW'S .

I did not remember, but Ravnesh had

SOW's . So immediately I started 3 EASY

does : 1 . Dr McWhorter for chlorinated

solvent transport, 2 . Dr . Parker, for matrix

diffusion of solvent in fractures, 3 . Dr .

Cherry, for modeling assessment .

week 20. Manida can't approve the

EASY's because of lack of funds . Neil

anxious .

week 21 . It is decided to change wordings

in the Easy to allow for incremental

funding - Manida says she still will not be

able to approve until there is money .

week 24 . Ravmesh decided to use open

account for the contracts, and release only

30,000 this FY (he will use the appropriate

charges when the bills come) . Manida will

take care of this .

week 25 or 26 . The open account is in with

the related changes regarding limited fun d
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